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       [Lily] "Petunia's hair is too curly to braid," She said conversationally.
Oliver wasn't sure why, but that was what finally made him blush. 
~Jessica Day George

And the prince who had once been a bear pulled close the girl who had
once had no name, and kissed her. 
~Jessica Day George

Love you always, miss you always... running day and night, leaving the
place of sun and moon, of ice and snow. Never look back, never forget.

~Jessica Day George

Never look back, never forget. 
~Jessica Day George

You're very short, aren't you?" She smirked at Petunia. "And you've got
a nose like a stoat," Petunia replied. "But at least I can always have my
gowns altered. 
~Jessica Day George

No need, no, need. Life is already too short to find it. 
~Jessica Day George

I've faced worse than a dressmaker who breaths fire. 
~Jessica Day George

Love'? What do you know about love?â€• "It's at the heart of every
story,â€• Rollo said with authority. â€œIf humans could avoid falling in
love, you would never get yourselves into any trouble. 
~Jessica Day George

If it's easter than east and wester than west, it must be north. 
~Jessica Day George
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Took you long enough!,' she said, and planted a kiss on his lips. 
~Jessica Day George

What does it say? Does he love you madly? 
~Jessica Day George

Be careful. Wait out your year. Come home. 
~Jessica Day George

How wonderful," he purred. "I've been longing to speak to you for days,
Princess Cecelia." "And I've been wanting to kick you in the shin for
days. 
~Jessica Day George

Can you be sure?" "I haven't spent the last fifteen hundred years
learning how to knit my own socks, boy!" The crone looked like she
might box Heinrich's ears, if she could reach them. 
~Jessica Day George

Kestilan?" There was that name again. Oliver fought down an irrational
surge of jealousy for this mysterious being who took up so much of
Petunia's attention. 
~Jessica Day George

And then what did you do, Lord Oliver?" Karl's eight-year-old daughter
gazed up at him in awe, as though this were the best story she had
ever heard. 
~Jessica Day George

Oliver's heart tried to pound its way out of his ribcage, but he ignored it.
"I'm in love with Petunia," he announced. "And I want to help her. 
~Jessica Day George

This book was made possible by the letter â€œÃ¸. 
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~Jessica Day George

Saints preserve us,' Dr. Kellen said, and squeezed Galen's shoulder.
'What have we done to our youth? 
~Jessica Day George

But I really would love to give her a very special gift. I was hoping if I
did, she might give me a kiss in return, instead of the brotherly hugs I
always get instead. 
~Jessica Day George

It was a palace, made entirely of gold, sitting on an island of silver snow
at the very top of the world. East of the sun, and west of the moon. 
~Jessica Day George

Galen!" The crown princess flung herself into her husband's arms with
a glad cry. The other princesses shrieked and threw themselves at their
brother-in-law only a moment later. 
~Jessica Day George

Even now, Dickon was upstairs, writing sonnets to his new love, while
back at Seadown House, Marianne was writing 'Ella' on scraps of paper
and then burning them. 
~Jessica Day George

Both princesses immediately looked wary, exchanging glances. "Warn
us of what?" Petunia asked. She studied him with those blue, blue eyes
and Oliver wondered all over again what he was doing here. 
~Jessica Day George
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